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The absolute Klhler module R ,,,_(kl of the truncated generalized Witt vectors of a field k of 
positive characteristic is zero if and only if k is perfect. This recovers known information on 
Kz(k[r]/(r”)) with which the structure of Kz(k((r))) can be studied. 
1. Introduction 
Recent work of Bloch [3] and Roberts [16] relate the K-theory of truncated 
polynomials to the KPhler module & of absolute differentials of k, k a rather 
general commutative ring. When k is, however, a field of characteristic p > 0 earlier 
work of Labute and Russell [ 121 obtain for Kz some of this structure by studying the 
Kihler modules of the truncated Witt vectors. In fact, these two Kahler modules are 
highly.related. The purpose of this note is primarily to show that the truncated 
generalized Witt vectors W,(k) have trivial Kahler module if and only if k is perfect. 
Combining this with [12] we deduce the known result that Kz(k(r]/(t”)) = Kz(k) if k 
is perfect. Exploiting this and the techniques of [12] we give applications to: 
continuous symbols (we explain a generalization of a theorem of C. Moore); 
p-divisibility and torsion in Kz(k((r))) and Kz(k[[t]]), (the former can not be 
p-divisible if k is not perfect, contrary to the case when k is finite); and results of 
Roberts on SK1 of n lines in the plane (we remove his lower bound on the 
characteristic of k. His result that SKI is a sum of copies of K*(k) is valid for any 
perfect field). 
2. Derivations of DVR’s 
Proposition 2.1. Let (A, m) be a complete unramified DVR of characteristic 0 with 
perfect residue field k of characteristic p > 0. If an A-module M is m-adically 
separated, then Der(A, M) = 0. 
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Proof. (cf. [17, II, Section 41 for standard facts about such A). If D is a derivation, 
D(p’u)=p’D(u) for any unit u. Since m =(p) we get D(m’)c_m’M so that D is 
continuous in the m-adic topology. Let U be the unique set of multiplicative 
representatives for A, comprising the elements of A which have the p” th roots for all 
n.Ifwisin LIwritew=aP”,sothatD(w)=p”aP”-‘D(a).ThisshowsthatD(w)isin 
n(m “M) = 0. Now any a in A can be written a = o. + w Ip + uzp* + + * * with wi in U. 
Since D is continuous we get 
D(U) = f D(OiP’)= f piD(Wi)=O. 
i=O i=O 
Below we need only to consider A = W,=(k) the classical ring of Witt vectors 
which is, of course, covered by the proposition. In fact the result remains correct if A 
is an integral domain finitely generated as a module over a subring (R, m) which is a 
complete characteristic 0 DVR unramified with perfect residue field k of charac- 
teristic p > 0, and M is an A-module, m-adically separated as R-module. 
We let W(k) denote the ring of generalized Witt vectors of k, W,(k) the truncation 
to r factors (“truncation with respect to the subset {1,2,. . , , r}“) and as before 
W,-(k) the classical Witt vectors (also a truncation with respect to (1, p, p’, . . .}). 
Standard references for facts we use without citation are [2,4, 51. 
Theorem 2.2. Let k be a field of characteristic p > 0. Then Rw,(L) = 0 e k is perfect. 
Proof.‘%” (D. Grayson). Composing the isomorphism n,!, W,-(k)- W(k) [5, 
V.5.4.5, p. 6411 with the truncation to W,(k) results in the map which on mth factor 
is given by (l/m)V,,,. so annihilates all factors with m >r. Therefore W,(k) is a 
quotient of finitely many copies of W,=(k). Now 0 converts finite products to sums 
and preserves surjections so the result follows from Proposition 2.1. 
“j”. The augmentation W,(k) + k induces a surjection f?,,, + RI, and as is 
well-known the latter vanishes if and only if k is perfect. 
The exact form of W,(k) can be calculated via Lemmas 7,8 of [2, p. 186-71. If t,, is 
the largest integer such that n~‘~ c r, then 
W,(k) = l-I wP+)c, 
(n.p)=l 
nsr 
where the factors are truncations of the classical Witt vectors at t,, (these are 
isomorphic to W,=(k)/(p’n)). One sees this by setting - in the notation of [2] - 
F={1,p,p2 ,... }, S={l,2 ,...I r}, d={n31I(p, n)= 1). The set S/n is then 
{mlnm c r}. The truncations at the empty set (S/n = 0 if n > r) are the ring {l}, which 
for these purposes is admitted. 
The structure of Ru;ck,, is illuminated by the exact sequence 
m/m* + &rk@wAkjk + ok + 0 
of [9 20.5.12, p. 1331. Here m denotes the augmentation ideal of W,(k). Use of the 
above decomposition allows one to reduce the study of this sequence to the 
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corresponding one for a truncation of Wp(k), with its maximal ideal mp. We do not 
pursue this because the only applications we know of Rwn are to K-theory and the 
approaches of Bloch and Roberts mentioned in the Introduction seem to isolate f& 
as the preferred module of study. Suffice it to say that m,/mi is large: there is a 
surjection of k vector spaces m,/mz --, k induced by (0, ai, ~22, . . .I + al, where k has 
the k-action via Frobenius, i.e., A - a = ~~a. Thus, dim,, m,/mz adirnkp k. 
3. Applications to KZ 
By calculation with symbols, Dennis and Stein show in particular that 
Ker(ZQk[x]/(x”)) --, K2(k)) = 0 when k is perfect [6, Lemma 3.41, and hence that 
Kz(k[x]/(x)“) =K2(k). This result follows also from our Theorem 2.2, using results 
of Labute and Russell [12]. As those results give some insight into the structure of 
Kzk((t)) we would like to sketch them for the convenience of the reader. 
Let A = k[[t]], F = k((t)) its quotient field, A, = k[r]/(t”) and T,, = 
Ker(Kz(A,,) + K2(k)). The exact sequence defining T,, is split by the map Kl(k + A,) 
and so induces a split exact sequence 
O+lin_r T,+&K2(A,)+Kdk)+O. (a) 
The first two groups are by definition, respectively, f and K/;i;i). Set T = 
Ker(Kz(A) + K2(k)). Define L, = Ker(K2(A) + K2(A,)) and observe that 
0-T-KS(A) -K2(k)-0 
I IH Pd 
0 - T,, -Kz(A,) -K*(k) - 0 
(b) 
is exact and commutative. Results of Dznis and Stein [6] show that +r restricts to a 
surjection T + T,, with kernel L,. Set K2(F) = jir~ Kz(F)/L,, (using the embedding of 
K2A in K2F as the kernel of the tame symbol [13, p. 981 we regard L, as subgroups 
also of K2F). The tame symbol then gives rise to a split exact sequence 
0-,K,(A)~-+K2(F)-+k*+0 
whose completion is 
O+K;&K~)+k**O. 
Thus K:$) = f0 k*@ Kz(k). 
(c) 
(4 
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Proposition 3.1 [12, Theorem 11. T,, is a quotient as W,,(k) modules of the Kiihler 
module D, = f2w,,k,lz. 
Theorem 3.2. If k is perfect, T, = 0. As a consequence Kl(k[x]/(x”)) = Kz(k) and 
K>) = k*@Kz(k). 
Proof. By Theorem 2.2, D, = 0, so T,, = 0 by Proposition 3.1. The first consequence 
comes from the definition of T, and the second from the decomposition above. 
Here are some applications of these ideas. 
1. p-divisibility in K2(A) and K*(F). If L is a perfect field of characteristic p, then 
Kz(L) has no p-torsion, in fact, is uniquely p-divisible [l, Corollary 1.41. Note that 
F = k((t)) is never perfect, although a theorem of C. Moore [cf. 13; Theorem A.141 
implies that K(F) is p-divisible when k is finite. Further, results of Dennis and Stein 
show that even K*(A) is divisible 16, Corollary 2.61 when k is finite. We conjecture 
that K*(A) is p-divisible (or at least p-torsionless) whenever k is perfect (since 
K*(F) = K*(A)@ k* this is equivalent in the perfect case (resp., in any case) to K2F 
being p-divisible (resp., p-torsionless)). Conversely we have: 
Proposition 3.3. Let A = k[[t]]. If k is not perfect, then K?(A) is not p-divisible. 
Proof. It suffices to show Kz) is not p-divisible; but Ka) = ?OK2(k) so it 1 
suffices to show ? is not p-divisible. Now there is a surjection T --, Tz. The latter is a 
nonzero group annihilated by p (it’s a k-module [ll, p. 12041). Thus f cannot be 
p-divisible. 
Remark. If k is not perfect, then, of course, K2(F) is not p-divisible since K*(F) = 
Kz(A)Ok* and k* is not p-divisible. 
p-Torsion results seem more delicate. When k is perfect, Theorem 3.2 shows 
KTF) has no p-torsion. (Compare Bloch’s Proposition 4.2, [3, II, Section 81 which 
essentially shows that f has no p-torsion even if k is replaced by a local ring smooth 
over a perfect field of characteristic p > 2. We say “essentially” because we ignore 
the relation between “typical” and “all” curves given by the Artin-Hasse exponen- 
tial. This relation is hidden in our Theorem 2.2.) Unfortunately, K*(F) + 6(?) is not 
injective. Indeed, the kernel is nLn = nM,,, the intersection of the subgroups M, of 
K*(F) generated by all symbols {f, u,} with f in F* and u, in U, = lf t”k[[t]l 
(Section 1, [12]). But it is evident from (b) that when k is perfect L, = T for all n, 
because T, = 0. T is rather large. For example, because K*(F) is uncountable [13, 
Theorem 11. lo], it follows from (b) and (c) that T is uncountable whenever K,(k) is 
countable - e.g., k a finite field or its algebraic closure or k purely transcendental 
over a finite field (use [13, p.1061). 
2. Continuous Symbols. The second consequence in the theorem in a sense 
explains in characteristic p a generalization by Graham [ 10, Theorem 21 of a theo:em 
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of Calvin Moore. Let SF(G) denote the group of continuous symbols on F with 
values in a topological group G. Graham’s theorem states that SF = 
Hom(Kz(k)@k*, G) for all locally compact G if and only if Rk = 0. But clearly 
SF(G) -Hom(K#), G) =Hom(Kz(k)O f@k*, G) 
so the “if” part comes from our theorem. Conversely f+ T,, are surjective so to 
show the presence of i= requires only that T, # 0 when & # 0, i.e., when k is not 
perfect, As remarked above this is a result of van der Kallen. In fact, T, 3 f& if p > 2. 
3. Generation of f. f is topologically generated by symbols {x, 1 - yr”} and 
{r, 1 - yf”} with x and y in k* [12, Corollary 1.51. If something like Milnor’s Lemma 
A6 [ 13, Appendix] is true in general, the generators {t, 1 - yt”} vanish in the limit. On 
the other hand, 
{x, l-yt”}= V”{X, l-yt}= Vn[y]{x, l-t} 
([12, Section 21, here V, denotes the Verschiebung and [ ] the action of W(k)) so 
that as EI, = End( W:) module, ? would have a rather simple description. 
4. SKI ofn lines in the plane. Theorem 3.2 can be used with results of Roberts [15] 
to give a simple description for SKI(A) where Spec A is a reduced connected plane 
curve with all components affine lines, with each intersection point k-rational and the 
tangents at each intersection point distinct. As Roberts indicated [1_5, p. 3531, [12] 
can be used to remove his restriction char k > n - 1. The results are simple when k is 
perfect: According to Theorem 1 [15] SK,(A)= OpK#)OqK~(k). Here the 
second term is the direct sum 4 times of Kz(k), the number 4 being calculated from 
the geometry [15, p. 3541 and the first term is a direct sum taken over all crossing 
points P of certain KZ groups. These groups are the co-kernels of maps to a direct 
sum of groups of the form SK2(k[r]/(t’)) = T, in our notation. (Cf. [15, p. 3541. The 
integer p there is not the characteristic but rather an invariant of Spec A.) When k is 
perfect our Theorem 3.2 (or (b)) shows these are all zero, regardless of the 
characteristic. Thus SKlA is just a sum of copies of K*(k). 
Recently Roberts [16] has simplified and extended his computations and those of 
Bloch’s by use of the presentation of Maazen-Stienstra [14] for Kz. That presen- 
tation seems also to simplify some of the computations of [12]. 
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